
I am a character animator currently based in Bristol and Manchester (UK). I have worked predominantly in 2D digital and Stop Motion, 
however, I have recently begun the transition to the third dimension. Working as a freelancer I have been fortunate enough to work 
on a wide range of projects including festivals shorts, commercial work, live interactive animation projections and even a feature 
horror film. Each project has provided a new challenge and valuable skills which I hope to keep expanding alongside the industry.    
Regardless of the process or content, the main fundamentals are always the same. Engaging storytelling, expressed by believable 
chacharacter animation that shows their thoughts and feelings not just their actions.  

2014-June 2017, UWE, Bristol UK 
 BA(Hons) Animation (first class) 
              
2010-2012, Pendleton College, Salford UK
 A-Level Graphic Design A*
 A-Level Art A
  A-Level Maths B
 As Physics B  

- Adobe After Effects                     - 2D Rigging and Compositing 
- Adobe Photoshop                      - Character Animation
- Adobe Premiere Pro                    - Variety of traditional craft based skills.
- Stop Motion Pro 
- Autodesk Maya (Animation only)
- Basic knowledge of Adobe Illustrator, Flash, TV paint. 

- Freelance Animator - Developing London Advertisment, London UK - Jan 18
 Advertisement featuring 2 figures dancing past and through future building developments. Traditional hand drawn aesthetic,    
responsible for creating ‘2&1/2 D’ environment and compositing rotoscoped 2D dancers, camera tracking and transition effects.

- Freelance Animator - ‘The Nutcracker and I’ (Dir by Nick Hillel - Yeast Production, London UK) - Dec 17
 A live theatre performance by pianist Alexandra Dariescu accompanied by a ballerina interacting with animated characters     
projected onto a gauze screen. Responsible for AFX character rigging/animation and basic compositing and effects. 

- - Freelance Animator - ‘Malevolent’ (Dir by Jason Axin - Coverage Ink Films, LA USA) - Aug-Dec 17
 Remote AFX character animator including rigging and basic effects for animated feature horror film Malevolent (got William       
Shatner and other cool people in the voice cast).

- Speaker at International FMX Conference - Stuttgart Germany - May 17
 Panel member for the ‘Quest for YoungTalent’ segment on adapting a folktale - discussing the pipeline, rigging and animation for  
The Hunchback and the Swan project.

- Lead Animator – ‘The Hunchback and the Swan’ (Dir by Dotty Kultys) - Jan 16-Jan 17
  AFX paper cut out style folktale short film, mentored by Peter Lord of Aardman, narrated by Taffy Thomas MBE. Involved in early 
pipeline development and character rigging. Animating the most complex scenes as well as providing creative and technical      
guidance to team of 12 animators.

- Director & Producer – ‘Alfie & Chester’ - Sept 15-Jan 16 
   Hybrid AFX paper cut out style and Stop Motion childrens short. (Student film)

- Freelance Animator – ‘Wondergirl’ (Directed by Alexia Alfro)  May – Jul 15
  Documentary on women’s representation in Comic books. Screened at Florida Supercon 2015. Responsible for the 2D traditional 
animated title sequence/superhero montage!

- Claims Executive - MCM Insurance - 2012-2014
 Commercial Insurance Brokers, Trafford, Manchester, UK
- Freelance Cartoonist - Intherepublic.com - 2011
 Online web comic for StarWars MMO gaming forum site, Manchester,UK
- Freelance Designer - EightynineGeeks - 2011
 IP and Album cover designs, Manchester UK
- Pl- Play/Party Supervisor - Land of Play - 2010-2011
 Childrens Indoor Play centre, Trafford, Manchester, UK


